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of personal danger and of making mistakes. Personally,
I would rather have all the china in my house smashed,
all the paper in a schoolroom spoiled, all critics appalled
at the written results of my teaching, than one little child
be changed from a brave and adventurous helper and
experimenter to a timid disciple.
McDougall includes in his account of innate tendencies
with no specific emotional characteristics imitation, sug-
gestion and sympathetic induction of emotion. In words
of the class-room we might say a child has a remark-
able power of imitating, both consciously and unconsciously,
the actions of others and of ' catching ' ideas and feelings,
as a rule unconsciously, from the people with whom he
lives. Hence, unfortunately, most of us inculcate children
with our fears and anxieties, for a child catches our feeling
of fear even though we do not openly express it. If a
teacher gives a child scissors with which to cut the lavender
and is afraid while the child is doing it lest he cuts himself,
it is as likely as not the child will feel frightened and more
perturbed because he does not know the cause of Ms
teacher's fear. Hence the obvious rule is to advise a
child of danger only at such times when one is not feeling
the danger.
For instance, to frighten a child about crossing roads
is a very different thing from training him to cross with
care. When a child is so young that his interest in traffic
is n<jt aroused, the habit must be acquired of stopping at
every crossing. No older person should tell a child to
hurry across the road in order to escape oncoming traffic,
and the rule should always be to wait until a child can
cross with no sense of hurry or fear. When there is his
interest in trains and buses to build on, he can soon be
made to see that they have fixed stopping-places and fixed
rules for progression. Pedestrians must play the same
game and the fixed stopping-places are just before crossing
the road. As soon as possible he should learn the males

